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W 161 spring-loaded trolley
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No more bending: easy access to the contents of the trolley for ergonomic working,
for example in libraries, laundries or in the catering trade.
 Sturdy, generously dimensioned edge and base profile sections,
high-strength positive locking ensures permanent bonding to jacket metal.
 Edge profile section reinforced with abrasion-resistant plastic padding.
 Trolley with vertically moveable base which keeps the load
at constant height for easy access (Fig. 1).

Constant working height (Fig. 1)

 Depending on the type of trolley, the load capability can be varied from
30 to 195 kg in increments of 15 kg by means of replaceable lifting elements.
 The moveable base does not tilt, even when loaded on only one side (Fig. 2).
 Running gear: 2 swivel and 2 fixed castors, ∅ 125 mm, 40 mm wide, easy
running, rubber wheels, "non-marking," roller bearings, thread guards.
Castors arranged centrally for easy manoeuvring even in the most confined
spaces.
 Corner-mounted running gear available on request.
Replaceable lifting elements (Fig. 2)
Inside dimensions
L × W × H, approx. mm

Outside dimensions
L × W × H, approx. mm

Volume,
approx. l

Weight,
approx. kg

Set for
loading kg

Order
No.

1000 × 650 × 485

1060 × 710 × 820

315

24.5

90.0

40644

1010 × 420 × 460

1060 × 470 × 800

195

21.0

30.0

40645*

1010 × 600 × 460

1060 × 650 × 800

280

25.0

45.0

40646

1410 × 700 × 580

1460 × 750 × 920

570

31.5

150.0

40756

* Running gear: 4 corner-mounted swivel castors

For more information on product
features and quality, see the Service
section starting on page 336.

Variant: spring-loaded trolley with step stool
The combination of a spring-loaded trolley with a step stool is
particularly suitable for use in storage and retrieval areas in
industry.
Project-specific fabrication to meet your individual requirements.

Storage and retrieval trolley, project-specific
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